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ABSTRACT: Screening of bacterial colonies to identify new 

biocatalytic activities is a widely adopted tool in biotechnology, 

but is constrained by the requirements for colorimetric or tag-

based detection methods. Herein we report a label-free screening 

platform for biotransformations in live colonies using desorption 

electrospray ionization coupled with ion mobility mass spec-

trometry imaging (DiBT-IMMS). The screening method is 

demonstrated for both ammonia lyases and P450 monooxygenases 

expressed within live bacterial colonies and is shown to enable 

multiplexing of enzyme variants and substrate libraries simultane-

ously. 

One of the most simple and widely used methods in the identi-

fication of new biocatalysts is the expression of gene variants 

within bacterial colonies grown on media such as agar plates. 

However, the need to screen large numbers of such colonies for 

enhanced activity often constitutes the major bottleneck in the 

identification of new biocatalytic activities.1 Colorimetric screen-

ing methods have been developed to identify target protein ex-

pression and activity, but the prerequisite of finding suitable 

chromophores inevitably places a limit on the type of chemical 

transformation that can be detected.2 Furthermore, these methods 

are generally hampered by a high incidence of false posi-

tive/negative results and difficulties with precise quantification.  

Mass spectrometry (MS) with its unique combination of specifici-

ty, sensitivity and speed (the “three S” advantages cited by 

McLafferty3) is an obvious analytical route for screening biotrans-

formation reactions. It also has been successfully applied to di-

rected evolution assays4 for example in determination of the enan-

tioselectivity of enzyme variants.5 This said, MS screening from 

biotransformations in vitro or in colony necessitates multiple liq-

uid handling steps including extraction and subsequent removal of 

the organic phase along with some form of chromatographic sepa-

ration, to best analyse the reaction mixture, which can work 

against high throughput. Ambient ionisation methodologies cou-

pled with MS, and in particular desorption electrospray ionization 

(DESI) introduced by Cooks et al.,6,7 circumvent some of these 

hurdles, by sampling directly from an analytical target at room 

temperature, in real time,8 but to date have not been applied to 

screen biotransformation reactions.  

Amongst many notable advantages to ambient ionization MS dur-

ing the past decade is its combination with MS based imaging to 

probe chemical species from surfaces as a function of spatial dis-

tribution.9 Several multidisciplinary applications for imaging MS 

techniques have been developed10, including in clinical chemistry 

(e.g., analysis of blood samples)11 and in microbiology (e.g., mi-

croorganism characterisation by metabolic profiling).12 To the 

best of our knowledge, the  application of DESI methods to high-

throughput screening of biocatalysis directly from bacterial colo-

nies on agar plates has not previously been described. Given the 

ease of analysis directly from biological material under ambient 

conditions, in situ DESI-MS is highly attractive as a screening 

method for biocatalysts, since post analysis/on hit discovery DNA 

can then be recovered, amplified and sequenced after mass analy-

sis, thus directly linking genotype with phenotype. Here we report 

a label-free on-colony screening method (Figure 1) based on am-

bient ionisation coupled with imaging MS, integrating the follow-

ing three components provided by off-the-shelf instrumentation: 

(i) DESI to ionise substrates and reaction products from the bio-

transformation; (ii) ion mobility (IM) spectrometry to separation 

the plethora of ions produced following DESI from live colonies, 

which dramatically reduces background chemical noise;13 (iii) 

imaging MS to locate the colony on the plate from distinctive li-

pid signals, and to identify specific product species from success-

ful biotransformations. This DESI-IMMS analysis allows multi-

plexed analysis of substrate libraries in a single experiment, 

 
Figure 1. Workflow of DiBT-IMMS imaging of bacterial colo-

nies expressing biocatalysts on agar plates under ambient condi-

tions. 
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and removes the need for sample preparation enabling products 

catalysed in live bacterial colonies to be analysed directly. We 

term this on colony method Direct BioTransformation IMMS 

(DiBT-IMMS). 

The basic workflow of our DiBT-IMMS screening platform as 

shown in Figure 1 has been worked up from previous colony-

based screens that were developed in our laboratory and by others 

for colorimetric assays.1,2 E. coli cells harbouring the desired 

plasmid/library are plated onto a nylon membrane laid on an agar 

plate. After incubation, the membrane is transferred to another 

plate containing the inducer for expression. The membrane is then 

incubated on filter paper soaked with substrate solution and sub-

sequently submitted to DESI-IM-MS analysis, tracking the prod-

uct(s) of the biotransformation. 

The surface of the membrane is swept line-by-line (100 µm line 

width) with a spray of ionised MeOH/H2O droplets and the result-

ing ions are continuously extracted into the mass spectrometer. By 

correlating the intensity of the desired signal (m/z corresponding 

to the specific product) to the x-y physical position on the 2D sur-

face of the plate, the data can be processed as a mass-selected im-

age representing visually the areas with higher product concentra-

tion. The presence of any product can be imaged by extracting the 

whole data set with the predicted m/z. At the same time, the phys-

ical position of each of the colonies on the surface can be moni-

tored by tracking an abundant common species (here the C18:1 

fatty acid, m/z 281).  

Initially, both the feasibility and sensitivity of DiBT-IMMS 

were tested using a solution of L-phenylalanine as a standard, 

which was detected when spotted onto an untreated nylon mem-

brane with a limit of detection per unit area of >50 nmol mm–2 

(Figure 2a). 

As a first application of DiBT-IMMS to a whole-cell biocata-

lytic reaction, we chose to monitor the asymmetric addition of 

ammonia to cinnamic acid 1a (Figure 2b) catalysed by phenylala-

nine ammonia lyase (PAL).14 This reaction is a synthetically use-

ful transformation with no known chemical counterpart, and pre-

sents a challenge for screening due to the lack of easily accessible 

colorimetric assays, which made it an ideal candidate for a label-

free approach. A membrane carrying colonies of E. coli cells pro-

ducing active PAL (AvPAL from Anabaena variabilis)15 was in-

cubated with a solution of 1a in ammonium carbonate buffer. The 

position of all bacterial colonies could be imaged using the refer-

ence signal from generic C18:1 cell wall lipid (m/z 281), which 

showed little change over the incubation period (Figure 2c, top 

panels in blue). In contrast, mass selective images of 2a (m/z 164, 

Figure 2c, bottom panels in green) were only observed following 

biotransformation. Data from the same membrane over several 

hours allowed us to observe an increase in signal for 2a (Figure 

2c), indicating that quantitative determination of product for-

mation is possible.  

An important challenge in the development of useful biocata-

lysts is to expand the substrate range beyond natural compounds 

to non-natural analogues. Here, the DiBT-IMMS method per-

forms well as demonstrated by testing non-natural analogues 1b-j 

of cinnamic acid in the whole-cell system (Figure 3a). All prod-

ucts 2b-j resulting from the PAL reaction were clearly visible 

when imaging colonies expressing PAL (Figure 3b and Supple-

mentary Figure S1a). The results were validated by HPLC meth-

ods (see Supporting Information for conditions and representative 

traces).  

With non-natural substrates 1b-j there was also the opportunity 

to exploit natural isotope ratios to increase signal in the detection 

of any given analyte in the complex biological matrix. For 

 

Figure 2. DiBT-IMMS screening of bacterial colonies. (a) Mass 

spectra illustrating the sensitivity of this technique employing L-

phenylalanine as a model target compound (asterisk labelled 

peak). (b) Model PAL reaction examined here. (c) DiBT-IMMS 

mass-selected images from colonies expressing PAL, during the 

incubation with 1a (blue: selection of ion m/z 281 assigned to the 

cell wall lipid C18:1; green: selection of ion m/z 164 assigned to 

L-Phe 2a). The four samples were cut from the same membrane 

and incubated with the substrate for different times. 

 

example, for 2b-j the selection of unit masses from the product 

ion distribution allows detection of overlapping images for isotop-

ically distinct products, which can be used to further validate as-

signment and increase the sensitivity of the screen (Figure 3b). 

The outstanding advantage of IM separation in the reduction of 

chemical background noise is instrumental for the obtainment of 

high quality spectra (for instance, see Supplementary Figure S2). 

 As a second example of the DiBT-IMMS screening platform, 

we chose to study C-H activation reactions mediated by P450 

monooxygenases,16 a class of enzymes that presents challenges to 

assay development17 and is of greater general interest beyond bio-

catalysis.18 A typical reaction is the P450-mediated hydroxylation 

of diclofenac 3, a commonly used nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory 

drug (Figure 3c) which is of relevance in terms of biocatalysis, 

toxicology and environmental contamination.19 Using the DiBT-

IMMS workflow as before (Figure1) we were able to demonstrate 

 



 

 

Figure 3. Application of DiBT-IMMS to screen biocatalytic reac-

tions. (a) Expansion of the substrate scope of the PAL reaction 

shown in Figure 1b. (b) DiBT-IMMS imaging of the PAL reaction 

with different substrates, performed on colonies producing Av-

PAL (green: product). (c) Extension to a cofactor-dependent reac-

tion, P450-mediated oxidation of diclofenac. (d) DiBT-IMMS 

imaging of the P450 reaction, performed on colonies producing 

P450-RhF (green: product). 

the hydroxylation of diclofenac 3 mediated by whole cells ex-

pressing P450 monooxygenase (P450-RhF from Rhodococcus 

sp.)20 to give 5-hydroxydiclofenac 4 (Figure 3d and Supplemen-

tary Figure S1b). 

To demonstrate the use of DiBT-IMMS as an effective screen-

ing tool, the technology was challenged to first identify actives 

among mixtures of colonies and subsequently to correlate these 

active phenotypes with genotypes by subsequent DNA extraction 

and sequencing directly from the agar plates (Figure 4). Mixtures 

of bacterial colonies producing either active PAL enzyme or emp-

ty vector were grown on plates and imaged as before (Figure 4a,b) 

both for generic lipid to identify colonies and for PAL product to 

identify active phenotypes. A significant number of colonies ap-

peared inactive and subsequent DNA analysis showed excellent 

correlation to product detection (Supplementary Figure S3). This 

demonstrates the effectiveness of our strategy in the screening of 

extensive mutant libraries with large differences in activity and/or 

low success rates, common conditions in enzyme evolution pro-

jects. The development of more accurate quantitation procedures 

is currently ongoing in order to enhance the screening capability 

of DiBT-IMMS to smaller activity differences. 

Finally, the possibility for multiplexing the assay was investi-

gated by screening two different substrates (meta-substituted cin-

namic acids 1c and 1f) at the same time (Figure 4c) with excellent 

overlap of activity profiles. This simultaneous detection of more 

than one product adds a further dimension to DiBT-IMMS as a 

tool for label-free high-throughput screening of variants for librar-

ies of substrates in the same timeframe as single-substrate trans-

formations.  

The DiBT-IMMS method demonstrated above for PAL and 

P450 reactions can in principle be applied to a broad range of 

overproduced intracellular enzymes that can be used as whole cell 

biocatalysts, a rather common condition in the fields of protein 

engineering and synthetic biology. Concerning the sub-

strate/product scope of our technique, the ability to cross the 

membranes in order to react and be excreted is a key requirement, 

along with low volatility and reasonably high ionization efficien-

cy for DESI detection. However, in spite of those limitations, a 

very broad range of substrates/products can be effectively and 

rapidly analysed by DiBT-IMMS, e.g., free amines, carboxylic 

acids, alkaloids, phenols, and so on. Such substrate scope is defi-

nitely broader and more flexible than the traditional colorimetric 

or tag-based screening strategies.1,2 

In summary, we have shown for the first time that DiBT-IMMS 

analysis of bacterial colonies from agar plates can be used for the 

identification of recombinant biocatalysts. Several features of this 

analytical method make it particularly useful for application in 

biocatalysis: (i) ambient and direct sampling conditions dramati-

cally reduce liquid handling of samples and allow for in situ ex-

traction of DNA; (ii) activity measurements are label free, thus 

allowing for universal workflows matching the need to screen 

many different biocatalytic reactions and libraries of potential 

substrates; (iii) high resolution of activity measurements by mass 

allows for multiplexing biocatalytic reactions to match the need 

for combinatorial sampling (substrate vs. variant libraries); (iv) 

ambient sampling means that biotransformations can be moni-

tored in real time in live colonies. The potential capabilities of this 

semi in vivo analytical method enable the directed evolution li-

brary screening by integrating the DNA information with analysis 

results. Therefore, we envisage that this imaging method could 

find wide application in all areas that require the analysis of bio-

transformations in recombinant microbial populations, particular-

ly in biotechnology and synthetic biology.  



 

 

Figure 4. Application of DiBT-IMMS imaging to screen biotrans-

formation reactions with different colonies and/or different sub-

strates. (a) DiBT-IMMS imaging of the PAL reaction with differ-

ent substrates, performed on mixtures of colonies either producing 

AvPAL or harbouring an empty vector, in different ratios (blue: 

C18:1, red: product). (b) DESI-IM-MS imaging of the PAL reac-

tion with 1d, performed on colonies either producing AvPAL or 

harbouring an empty vector (blue: C18:1, red: product 2d), com-

pared with the picture of the original membrane. (c) DiBT-IMMS 

imaging of the PAL reaction with a mixture of 1c and 1f, per-

formed on colonies producing AvPAL (blue: C18:1, green: prod-

uct 2c, red: product 2f). 
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